
Survey Title: Pet Store Adoption-Education Events

Q17: Have you done Adoption Days in the past and stopped?  If so, why?

Response
No.

no

We've never done on-the-spot adoptions.

No we're always there on adoption days &amp; events.

No, been told I'm not able to as I am not a 501(c)3 at the pet stores

no

I don't adopt same day

No.

No

no

I don't do adoption days, people email me for ferrets, if they are suitable after 
homechecks etc then they can have a pair of my ferrets.

We have done them at another chain of pet stores, but received little support 
from the stores.

dont do adoption days as i want to have time for everyone that wants to adopt a 
ferret 
when many people come in one go you wont have that 

I used to do them a lot more often and do them much less often now. Time is the 
major reason. There just isn't enough time to do it all.

We still show up for adoption day but only take applications.  No on site 
adoptions.

I stopped for a while because I just couldn't spare the time. Now I have 
volunteers who help.

Yes ... Mostly because of the lack of participation from our own members. It was 
always the same 2 people doing them. And at the moment there are some 
medical issues, so can't make them all. We have put them on hold for the time 
being.



Yes, but found out that it is better to have a website and people will contact us. 

No.

No

I do adoption days less because of my ferrets getting ill from being in the store.

no

yes , not enough volunteer help

 have only stopped if the location of the store was too far away, or if I no longer 
had a volunteer able to do the store for us.

We have stopped doing the adoption days due to a lack of the distemper 
vaccine and also due to the large number of ferrets with pre-existing medical 
conditions in our care.  Without ferrets there to draw people in, no one stops by 
even just to say hello so there has been no value in going without being able to 
take some of our adoptable ferrets with us.  

I decided not to do them for a while as I also am a wildlife rehabilitator and with 
all the &quot;babies&quot; I have to constantly feed there's no time for adoption 
days.

Have never done Adoption Days as we have a strict process of homechecking 
and references before adoptions can take place. 


